Freezpen is a powerful, precise cryosurgery instrument for the removal of benign skin lesions.

**Simply powerful**
High power (50-55 bar) microjet achieves in-tissue temperature of -89°C/-128°F, for complete tissue necrosis in seconds.

**Simply precise**
Ultrafine sharp jet for total precision and no damage to healthy tissue. Range of applicators.

**Simple procedure**
Assess the lesion, choose the right applicator, point, freeze, wipe, freeze again. Done!

**Simply painless**
No pain, no cuts or bleeding, no anesthesia.

**Simply perfect**
Perfect results with no scarring. Healthy tissue is unaffected; frozen tissue disappears in a few weeks.

**Simply practical**
Easy handling and transport. Handy disposable cartridges; store at room temperature.

**It’s simply good business!**
Each treatment takes just seconds. Return on investment in 10 weeks at just six treatments/week.
Freezpen can remove most common skin pathologies in just a few seconds.
**Freezpen 16g** instrument set - 3 applicators: Blue, white and green applicators. User manual and tweezers for filter placement.

Box with 12 N₂O cartridges of 16g each carton with 12 boxes.

**Freezpen 35g** instrument set - 3 applicators: Green, orange long and white long applicators. User manual and tweezers for filter placement.

Box with 6 N₂O cartridges of 35g each carton with 12 boxes.

---

**Applicators**

- 1-3mm applicator
- 2-6mm applicator
- 4-8mm applicator (powers)

**Long applicators** - only for the Freezpen 35g

- 1-4mm long applicator
- 2-6mm long applicator (power)